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LA GRANDE BELLEZZA  van Paolo Sorrentino 

VANAF 7 NOVEMBER IN DE FILMTHEATERS  

142 minuten | 2013 | Italië | Italiaans gesproken |  Nederlandse ondertiteling 

 

Jep Gambardella (Toni Servillo) is een knappe man en onweerstaanbare verleider. Een succesvol journalist die 
ooit een roman schreef die hem een literaire prijs en de reputatie van gefrustreerd schrijver opleverde. Nog altijd 
maakt hij deel uit van het mondaine leven in de stad Rome. Hij is er elke avond, op elk feestje, zijn scherpe geest 

wordt bejubeld en zijn gezelschap wordt opgezocht. Hij denkt echter met verbittering terug aan zijn 
gepassioneerde jeugdliefde en besluit na zijn 65e verjaardag het schrijven weer op te pakken en op zoek te gaan 

naar de eigenlijke zin en schoonheid van het leven. 
 

LA GRANDE BELLEZZA  is een cinematografische ode aan Fellini’s LA DOLCE VITA en de stad ROME. Paolo 
Sorrentino’s nieuwste film is betoverend, openhartig en ironisch tegelijkertijd. De film werd genomineerd voor de 

Gouden Palm op het Cannes Festival 2013. 
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Gouden Palm Nominatie Cannes 2013 

Globi D’Oro 2013  – Best Cinematography 

Globi D’Oro 2013  – Nominatie voor Beste Acteur, Beste Regie, Beste Originele Muziek 

Italian National Syndicate of Film Journalists 2013  – Silver Ribbon: Best Cinematography, Best Sound, Best 
Supporting Actor (Carlo Verdone),  Best Supporting Actress (Sabrina Ferilli) – Special Silver Ribbon: Toni Servillo 

 

 

 

LA GRANDE BELLEZZA  wordt in Nederland gedistribueerd door ABC Cinemien. 

Beeldmateriaal kan gedownload worden vanaf: www.cinemien.nl/pers of vanaf www.filmdepot.nl 

Voor meer informatie: 

Anne Kervers  | Film Incompany | marketing & publiciteit voor de filmbranche | anne.kervers@filminc.nl | 
0616274537 | www.filminc.nl 

www.cinemien.nl | 0205776010 (Cinemien) 
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CAST 
TONI SERVILLO  Jep 

CARLO VERDONE  Romano 

SABRINA FERILLI  Ramona 

CARLO BUCCIROSSO Lello Cava 

IAIA FORTE   Trumeau 

PAMELA VILLORESI Viola 

GALATEA RANZI  Stefania 

ISABELLA FERRARI Orietta �
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CAST  

REGIE  Paolo SORRENTINO 

SCENARIO  Paolo SORRENTINO, Umberto 
CONTARELLO 

PRODUCTIE  Nicola GIULIANO, Francesca CIMA 

CO-PRODUCTIE Fabio CONVERSI and Jérôme SEYDOUX 

CAMERA  Luca BIGAZZI 

MONTAGE  Cristiano TRAVAGLIOLI 

MUZIEK  Lele MARCHITELLI 
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PAOLO SORRENTINO  
Paolo Sorrentino , regisseur en scenarist, werd in 1970 in Napels geboren. In 2001 werd zijn eerste 
langspeelfilm, L’UOMO IN PIÙ, met Toni Servillo en Andrea Renzi, geselecteerd voor het Festival van 
Venetië. In 2004 zat zijn tweede film, LE CONSEGUENZE DELL'AMORE (ABC Cinemien), in competitie op 
het Festival van Cannes. De film was een groot succes en haalde heel wat prijzen binnen, waaronder 
5 David de Donatello’s (Beste Film, Beste Regie, Beste Scenario, Beste Acteur, Beste Fotografie). 
Twee jaar later zat Sorrentino weer in de competitie met L'AMICO DI FAMIGLIA. IL DIVO, zijn vierde film, 
zat ook in competitie op het Festival van Cannes 2008 en won daar de Prix du Jury. In 2011 volgde 
zijn eerste Engelstalige speelfilm met Sean Penn in de hoofdrol THIS MUST BE THE PLACE die wederom 
in première ging in Cannes. LA GRANDE BELLEZZA werd dit jaar genomineerd voor de Gouden Palm. 

FILMOGRAFIE : 

2001 L’UOMO IN PIÙ 

2004 LE CONSEGUENZE DELL'AMORE 

2006 L'AMICO DI FAMIGLIA 

2008  IL DIVO 

2011 THIS MUST BE THE PLACE 

2013 LA GRANDE BELLEZZA 
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE 
The Great Beauty develops through the unfolding of an accumulation of minimalist dramas 
that, taken, together, seek to weave a complex and stratified representation of reality. 

The film aims to grasp the human condition of the Italian people in their best-known 
expressive outpost, Rome. 

The film is the representation of a magnificent shipwreck, of a diffuse sentiment of impotence 
and decadence that pervades the whole of Italian society today at every level. 

But behind the loss of meaning, behind the collapse of values and, in the final analysis, 
behind the aesthetic degeneration of behaviours it is still possible to find Beauty. Immutable, 
eternal and indifferent, terribly human and simply terrible. 

In spite of its minimalist dramas, the film will have a rich and highly imaginative visual 
structure that will accompany the protagonist, Jep Gambardella, through the unfolding of the 
tragic fresco of a wretched and ridiculous world of which he himself is a part. 

The choice of music as well only apparently shows traces of a schizophrenic approach. The 
pointless commercial little ditties, the obsessive background music to the protagonist’s nights 
out, have as their counterpoint the pure and objective beauty of the sacred minimalist music 
which, in my opinion, perfectly accompanies the majesty of that architectonic and religious 
shell that is Rome. 

Because the backdrop in front of which this fragile and inconsistent humanity struggles is a 
city that knows how to survive the vulgarity of those who frequent it, whether Romans or not. 
It is a city which never ceases to be a sanctuary of wonder and greatness. 

In fact, as has often happened, cinema and literature have shown how the decadence and 
decay of reality preserve a hidden and sometimes desperate Beauty.  
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INTERVIEW: PAOLO SORRENTINO 
By Jean A. Gili, Paris-Rome, April 2013 

How did you come to make a film that delves so deep ly into the undergrowth of Rome, 
after the experience of making films in Ireland and  the United States? 

I have long been thinking about a film which probes the contradictions, the beauties, the 
scenes I have witnessed and the people I’ve met in Rome. It’s a wonderful city, soothing yet 
at the same time full of hidden dangers. By dangers, I mean intellectual adventures which 
lead nowhere. Initially, it was an ambitious project without limits, which I kept putting off until I 
found the binding element that could bring this whole Roman universe to life. And that 
element was the character of Jep Gambardella who was the last piece of the puzzle, and 
who made the whole concept of the film possible and less confused. I thought the moment 
had come for me to bring this undeniably ambitious film to life. After two wonderful years of 
travelling between Europe and the United States to make THIS MUST BE THE PLACE, I 
really felt the need to stop moving. I wanted to maintain my idle lifestyle with a job that 
allowed me to go home every evening; but in reality, LA GRANDE BELLEZZA was an 
exhausting film, despite being a passionate experience. 

What part did Umberto Contarello play in writing th e script? 

I’ve known Umberto since my youth, when I wanted to be a screenwriter and he was already 
an acknowledged writer for the cinema. Along with Antonio Capuano, he initiated me into the 
job. He introduced me to poetic worlds that I was fortunate to be able to recreate later in a 
personal way, according to my own sensitivity. As a result, we share a way of approaching 
things which now goes back more than 20 years. Our way of working is quite straightforward. 
It consists of chatting regularly – sometimes quite fleetingly, sometimes in more depth, 
depending on the ideas that daily life provides us with. Even little things, or the irrepressible  

need to tell each other a joke that made one of us laugh, might prompt us to write or to call 
up or see each other. Then, when the writing process begins, we go our separate ways. Like 
a long game of ping-pong, we send the script back and forward between us. I write the first 
version, I send it to him; he writes the second version; I do a third, and so on until the shoot, 
because a script can always be improved. The word “end” doesn’t exist in writing. 

In terms of the staging, this film seems less baroq ue than your previous ones. 

Probably. On the face of it, it’s a film that’s overflowing. During the preparation phase, I 
noticed the visual overload produced by the work on the sets, the costumes, and the great 
multitude of actors required for the narrative. When I turned to directing the film, I decided to 
keep a little distance from this. I thought the direction should merely accompany this density. 

In certain aspects, the film could be called “Sorre ntino Roma”. Was the idea of 
borrowing LA DOLCE VITA’s approach one of the start ing points of the film? As with 
Fellini’s film, the protagonist is essentially an o bserver. 

In reality, even in THE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE and THIS MUST BE THE PLACE, I 
used the narrative structure which suits me best. The protagonist of the film is above all an 
observer of the outside world who becomes the main “raison d’être” of the film. Then,  
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through a series of twists, incidentally and often for reasons linked to fate, he also undergoes 
a personal journey. For LA GRANDE BELLEZZA, I couldn’t do anything else, because the 
core of the film was a huge mass of interlocked facts, characters and anecdotes, all�
gravitating around Rome and which I wanted to transform into a film. Of course, ROMA and 
LA DOLCE VITA are works that you cannot pretend to ignore when you take on a film like 
the one I wanted to make. They are two masterpieces, and the golden rule is that 
masterpieces should be watched but not imitated. I tried to stick to that. But it’s also true that 
masterpieces transform the way we feel and perceive things. They condition us, despite 
ourselves. So I can’t deny that those films are indelibly stamped on me and may have guided 
my film. I just hope they guided me in the right direction. 

The fact that the protagonist, played by Toni Servi llo, is older than Marcello 
Mastroianni changes the nature of the story: there is greater disillusionment in his 
rapport with creativity. 

A writer is constantly preoccupied with the idea of having to capitalize on his own biography 
on an artistic level. If that biography – as in the case of Jep Gambardella – is permanently 
drifting on the superficiality of high society, on futile chattering that is no more than 
background noise, on gossip reduced to instinctive pettiness, then that capitalization seems 
impossible. That’s why he continually quotes Flaubert. Meanwhile, the years are rolling by for 
Gambardella and his greatest source of despair is the consequences of ageing. There’s 
always less time, less energy, and happiness seems lost, or never to have existed. Pleasure 
has been reduced to a mechanism, which contradicts by its nature the principle of pleasure. 
All he has left is the rapport with the nostalgia of innocence that this character perhaps 
associates with an instantaneous form of something else, something very distant from his 
own experience: beatitude. An enviable state which, in a totally unexpected way, given his 
lifestyle, moves by channels of suspension and silence. That’s why his encounter with the 
nun who devotes her life to poverty, and who is in a way close to beatitude, starts out 
following the usual path of a casual and irreverent social encounter. Then in the end, through 
her simplicity, she leads him elsewhere. Not somewhere capable of really making him 
change, but she at least helps him to glimpse the starting point of fresh artistic creation. 
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Is the presence of a cardinal who only thinks about  trying out culinary recipes a 
critique of the Church? 

It is rather a critique of the propagation of the culture of food, of gastronomic cuisine, and so 
on. Sometimes it seems we can’t talk about anything else. I find the subject amusing too, the 
tyrannical arrogance of some who want to impose these themes everywhere is starting to 
annoy me. That’s why – partly in jest – I wanted to show how this trend has spread even to 
the most unexpected places, to those dedicated to spirituality. 

Luca Bigazzi’s splendid color photography forms an echo of the black-and-white work 
of Otello Martelli. 

My relationship with Bigazzi is now long-standing and established. I have total trust in him 
and we are fortunate to understand each other without speaking. So I give Luca the script 
and I let him interpret it and work it out in terms of lighting. He knows I’d rather go down new, 
unexplored paths than to rely on what we know and what we’ve already done, and so I think 
he works accordingly. I’m increasingly satisfied with this method and I’m always happy to 
discover the lighting he has created, rather than giving him guidance in advance. 

In the film, there are many allusions to Flaubert a nd the feeling of nothingness. 

The great writer and director Mario Soldati used to say that Rome, for obvious reasons, was 
the capital which more than any other could communicate a feeling of the eternal. But, he 
would add, what is a feeling of the eternal if not the feeling of nothingness? 

LA GRANDE BELLEZZA reminds us Ettore Scola’s LA TER RAZZA, with its endless 
chit-chat on the writer’s terrace. 

Yes, the exhibition of prattling, the recourse to the lowest form of scuttlebutt, the proverbial 
ability to demonstrate meanness even towards one’s close friends, the disenchantment and 
cynicism that is currency amongst the Roman bourgeoisie – all of this borrows undeniably 
from Scola’s universe. That’s why I wanted to show him my film, and I was moved to see that 
he was deeply touched. At the end of the screening, he stroked my face for a long time, 
repeating how much he’d liked the film. And myself, after many years, I was moved to feel 
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again a feeling that I had completely forgotten: to feel like a son.  

It seems that the film makes some nods to other fil mmakers, without going so far as 
quoting.  

Effectively, in my view it’s not a film which employs quotation in the strict sense, but it’s a film 
that is totally indebted to the great Italian cinema of Scola, Fellini, Ferreri, Monicelli, etc.  

Original music and repertory music sit alongside on e another in the film. How do they 
co-exist? 

In thinking about this film – an inevitable mix of the sacred and the profane, just as Rome 
famously is – I immediately thought that this flagrant contradiction of the city, its capacity to 
miraculously combine sacred and profane, should be echoed in the music. So from the start, 
the idea came to me of using sacred music and Italian popular music. In that sense, it was 
necessary to fall back on repertory music. 

The film features many very well-known actors in It aly, notably Toni Servillo, with 
whom you have made four films, but also Carlo Verdo ne, Sabrina Ferilli, Isabella 
Ferrari, Iaia Forte, Serena Grandi, Dario Cantarell i, Roberto Herlitzka, and even a small 
role for Giulio Brogi. 

Whatever you say about it, Italy has an extraordinary pool of actors of every sort. They are all 
very different, from many different backgrounds, but all with often under-exploited potential, 
all just waiting to find good characters. From that point of view, I had great pleasure in calling 
on actors with whom I had already worked, and other very popular actors, like Carlo Verdone 
and Sabrina Ferilli, who usually play other types of roles. But I was sure – and this was 
confirmed during the shoot – that a good actor can do anything. Due to the considerable 
number of characters, I also had the possibility of working with actors with whom I had 
wanted to work for a long time, but who I had not been able to use in my previous films, like 
for example Dario Cantarelli, Roberto Herlitzka, Iaia Forte and Giulio Brogi. I’ve always loved 
Brogi and it was with great regret, for reasons solely due to the pace of the film, that I had to 
sacrifice the very long scene in which he was the main character. Toni Servillo is really a 
separate case. He’s the actor I can ask anything of, because he is capable of doing 
absolutely everything. I can now move forward with him with my eyes closed, not only as far 
as work goes, but also in terms of our friendship, a friendship which over time becomes more 
joyful, lighter yet deeper at the same time. 

The film opens with a quote from Céline. By evoking  that writer, you allude to a 
conception of life seen as a journey from birth to death. 

Yes, you might consider that I have this conception of life my own. But this quote from 
Céline, which is the opening line from Journey to the End of the Night, is also a declaration of 
intent that I followed in turn in the film. It comes down to saying: there’s reality, but everything 
is invented too. Invention is necessary in cinema, just to reach the truth. It might seem 
contradictory, but it isn’t at all. Fellini once said: “‘Cinema of truth?’ I prefer ‘the cinema of 
lies’. The lie is the soul of the spectacle. What has to be authentic is the emotion felt in 
watching or expressing.” 
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TONI SERVILLO ��

Servillo, zowel regisseur als acteur, werd geboren in Afragola (Napels) in 1959. In 1977 stichtte hij het 
Teatro Studio te Caserta, waar hij regisseerde en acteerde in onder andere PROPAGANDA (1979), 
NORMA (1982), BILLY IL BUGIARDO (1983) en GUERNICA (1985). In 1999 begon Servillo opera te 
regisseren, zijn eerste opera was LA COSA RARA in het Fenice van Venetië, gevolgd door LE NOZZE DE 

FIGARO en vele meer. 

Als acteur werkte hij met regisseurs zoals Memè Perlini, Mario Martone, Leo De Berardinis en Elio De 
Capitani. Zijn eerst samenwerking met Sorrentino volgde in 2001 met de film L’UOMO IN PIÙ. Voor zijn 
rol IN LE CONSEGUENZE DELL’AMORE (2004), die in de competitie zat op het festival van Cannes 2004, 
kreeg Toni Servillo zowel in Italië als daarbuiten verschillende prijzen waaronder een Nastro d’Argento 
en een David di Donatello. Voor zijn rol in LA RAGAZZA DEL LAGO kreeg hij de Pasinetti voor Beste 
Acteur op het Filmfestival van Venetië 2007 als ook de David di Donatello 2008 voor Beste Mannelijke 
Hoofdrol. 

Selectie filmografie: 

2013  LA GRANDE BELLEZZA van Paolo Sorrentino 
2013  LA BELLA ADDORMENTATA van Marco Bellocchio 
2011  IT WAS THE SON van Daniele Ciprì 
2011  THE JEWEL by Andrea Molaioli 
2010  UNA VITA TRANQUILLA van Claudio Cupellini 
2010  NOI CREDEVAMO van Mario Martone 
2010  GROBACIOF van Stefano Incerti 
2010  A VIEW OF LOVE van Nicole Garcia 
2008  IL DIVO van Paolo Sorrentino 
2008  GOMORRA van Matteo Garrone 
2007  LASCIA PERDERE JOHNNY! van Fabrizio Bentivoglio 
2007  LA RAGAZZA DEL LAGO van Andrea Molaioli 
2004  NOTTE SENZA FINE van Elisabetta Sgarbi 
2004  LE CONSEGUENZE DELL’AMORE van Paolo Sorrentino 
2001  LUNA ROSSA van Antonio Capuano 
2001  L’UOMO IN PIÙ van Paolo Sorrentino 
1998  TEATRO DI GUERRA van Mario Martone 
1993  RASOI van Mario Martone 
1992  MORTE DI UN MATEMATICO NAPOLETANO van Mario Martone  
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INTERVIEW: TONI SERVILLO  
By Jean A. Gili, April 2013 

You have worked with Paolo Sorrentino since his fir st film, L’UOMO IN PIÙ. How did 
you first meet? 

My first meeting with Paolo Sorrentino took place in Naples in the theatrical community, with 
the “Teatri Uniti” founded in 1987 from the union of three companies: Mario Martone’s Falso 
Movimento, Antonio Neiwiller’s Teatro dei Mutamenti, and the Teatro Studio de Caserta, 
which I directed. “Teatri Uniti” produced Martone’s first films and also contributed to the 
production of Sorrentino’s first films. Sorrentino was a young writer back then who was 
hanging out with the “Teatri Uniti”, an enterprise which had relaunched theater and cinema in 
Naples by creating a sort of “Factory”, where both were practiced. After various pieces of 
work, he finally offered us the script of his first feature film. Angelo Curti, who was closely 
involved in production work, took charge of him. I remember that at that time I was preparing 
to stage The Misanthrope by Molière. When I read this script, I thought it was fantastic, and 
that was the start of this relationship which now takes us to our fourth film together, out of the 
six that Paolo has directed. We have a very privileged relationship which has become quite 
singular in Italian cinema, because it seems relatively rare that a filmmaker and an actor 
work together over such a long time. 

Do you stay in touch between films? 

We have something in common which we both cultivate, and that’s a taste for mystery. That 
has something to do with esteem, with a sense of irony and self-mockery, with certain similar 
sources of melancholy, and certain subjects or themes of reflection. These affinities are 
renewed each time we meet, as if it were the first time, without there being any need for a 
closer relationship between one film and the next. We meet and it’s as if we’ve never been 
apart. And that means there’s a deep friendship between us, and that’s what is so great. 
When a necessity emerges, it’s this necessity that becomes a film. This is fed by silences 
and by something mysterious that we like to leave as it is. The foundation of our relationship 
has this element of mystery that we don’t want to unravel. We don’t try to explain it. 

Did you discuss the script before the shoot? 

As with all the films I’ve done with Paolo, he keeps the surprise of the script for me. He calls 
me and says: “I’ve written a film and I’d like you to play the lead character.” Then he sends 
me the script right away. He does that every time. Afterwards, we discuss the script together. 
Once he sends it to me, I take part in the initial readings. He doesn’t only want to rouse my 
curiosity about my character, he also wants an opinion on the script. From that point on, a 
conversation starts about the character and the film, which doesn’t stop and carries on 
throughout the creative process. For my part, while I like suggesting or adding things, I think 
that Paolo has a great talent for writing a script and dialog. When you read the script, you 
can already visualize the film. Paolo is one of those directors who has the whole film in his 
head. He arrives on set very well prepared. None of which stopped us having conversations 
beforehand to develop the character. For this film in particular, I’m very pleased with the 
character. I think it’s Paolo’s most personal film. 
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Does he have a particular way of directing actors? 

He chooses the actors according to the talent he sees in them, and the esteem he has for 
them. Then he expects a certain interpretation from them. He counts on the actor he has 
selected; he has backed him, and so he expects the maximum. He doesn’t just maintain a 
lasting relationship with me, although we have a deep connection running through four films. 
He really gambles on all the actors he picks, like you bet on a horse thinking it will win. Most 
of the time, he chooses an actor and imagines the character embodied by that actor. 
Naturally, on set there can be a small margin for improvisation, depending on circumstances. 
But what’s special about him is this dimension for gambling, which makes him choose an 
actor for a given character and gamble everything on his talent. So, for example, in the film I 
think Sabrina Ferilli and Carlo Verdone are really very good. They are very well-known actors 
in Italy, and they illustrate exactly what I was explaining. Their talent and their nature had to 
serve the characters that Paolo had in mind. Personally, in this film, more so than in the 
others, I felt as though I was passing the baton from the writer to the character. With deep 
affection, I felt that Paolo really needed this character, this Gambardella he’d invented, to 
have my face. And he passed the baton onto me. He told me: “Put your face, your body, your 
way of being into it.” What’s more, he’s a Neapolitan character who lives in Rome, with a 
Naples style that we both know well. 

It’s a film with a very rich cast, a spectrum of characters which goes from Neapolitans to 
Romans, but not just that. Even more than with IL DIVO, Paolo relied on actors with stage 
experience – in other words actors who, for the main part, currently act in theater in Italy, and 
lots of them for many years. Paolo really appreciates the discipline of stage actors, the 
absolute preparation with which they arrive on set, a preparation comparable to his own. He 
demands the same thing from all his actors. 

It’s clear that for you, acting on stage and in the  movies is not the same game. 

To me, they are two quite different things. They are two profoundly different languages which 
are employed in completely different spaces and times. In my relationship with Paolo, the 
fact that he’s been a very attentive spectator of my stage work for many years naturally 
enriches our relationship in cinema, which explains our great complicity. 

Do you think that Sorrentino has, in a certain way,  gained in maturity over the course 
of the years? 

Yes, I’ve noticed that his writing ability, whether for a screenplay or dialog, which was already 
remarkable in L’UOMO IN PIÙ, has become increasingly refined, and at the same time he 
has developed his directing skills as a creator of images. I think this latest film, LA GRANDE 
BELLEZZA, is the most accomplished demonstration of this. Over the years, he has become 
more of a director, whereas for his debuts with L’UOMO IN PIÙ, he was more of a writer, an 
inventor of extraordinary stories and dialog, but less a creator of forms. But in the course of 
his career, including his US experience, his writing has matured. Paolo makes films with an 
absolute liberty, without taking into account the expectations of the market or any career 
strategies. Paolo has great freedom as an artist and, even when he has some huge 
opportunities like with his American film, or for this one which is a European coproduction 
with a major budget, it doesn’t change anything about his way of filmmaking, nor his 
dimension as a writer. This has even grown over the years. Instead of his creative freedom 
softening or becoming anesthetized, it has augmented. 
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The film can be seen as a homage to Fellini. 

Paolo has never made a secret of his profound love for Fellini. And I, like all the actors of my 
generation, have never hidden my love for Mastroianni, nor for Volonté. They are key 
references for us. I think this film and EIGHT AND A HALF,�Fellini’s masterpiece, are linked 
to the same word: “dissipation”. They are both films which develop this theme in an 
extraordinary way, the dissipation of the personality, of talent, of feelings, his own personal 
story, his social role. Gambardella has total indifference to his great talent, and instead 
squanders and destroys it. In my opinion these two films, which are completely different, from 
two different writers – an acknowledged master and a young talent who’s carving out his 
reputation – share this same rhythm, this pacing linked to the theme of dissipation. 

The film also conveys a certain anxiety. 

It is in some ways the film which recounts the end of an era, without knowing what awaits us 
in the future. For me, it’s the definitive film which recounts the last 30 years in Italy, with the 
worrying consequences it displays. The anxiety also comes from the fact that it’s a film which 
doesn’t look towards a future. Because we’re all quite lost in the face of this uncertain future. 

The terrace is the film’s emblematic setting. 

Yes, it’s a magnificent terrace in an authentic apartment, in a red building which is easy to 
recognize, located in front of the Coliseum. You feel as if you could touch the monument with 
your fingertips from the terrace. It’s Gambardella’s apartment, the symbolic terrace where 
numerous important conversations take place on the themes we mentioned  earlier. 
Gambardella hosts lots of stupid and vulgar parties there. Every emotion finds a place there. 
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At the start, there’s the death of a Japanese touri st; by the end, you feel that the 
spectator might succumb too. 

I interpreted that death as one of the many manifestations of the effects of beauty. We know 
that beauty can also kill. And I’d be pleased if the film attains that objective. 

In IL DIVO, you acted with a mask; here, you act wi th your face revealed: two traditions 
of Italian theater. 

Yes, despite the fact that I have a haircut which changes me, I’m perfectly recognizable in 
this film. I used no mask. The character often hides, he is often almost dislikeable due to his 
cynicism, but he’s also very sentimental. When he has the opportunity, he reveals deep 
feelings. He’s very human. I’d say my performance is the opposite of IL DIVO. Instead of 
working on the mask, I stripped myself bare in the circumstances which presented 
themselves. 

Do you prefer either of those two films? 

That depends on the aims, on the vision one has of the finished work. For me, both 
experiences were exciting, each having their own requirements in terms of the film’s 
objectives. Each time I work with Sorrentino it gives me the opportunity to express myself in 
a very different way. That’s also a demonstration of Paolo’s rich inventiveness. The four films 
I’ve made with him – L’UOMO IN PIÙ, THE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE, IL DIVO, and LA 
GRANDE BELLEZZA – are by the same director but, in a certain way, they are four self-
sustaining universes, with characters which have nothing to do with one another. The only 
thing in common in the four films is a note that I really like in his movies: a disturbing sense 
of melancholy, which is also very seductive, and which corresponds to Paolo’s deep 
personality. In one way, I feel a strong irony in my way of looking at life, but in another, this 
melancholy is something which binds us deeply, even though we never talk about it. 
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INTERNATIONALE PERS 
“Paolo Sorrentino has returned to Cannes 
with a gorgeous movie, the film equivalent 
of a magnificent banquet composed of 78 
sweet courses. It is in the classic high Italian 
style of Fellini's La Dolce Vita and 
Antonioni's La Notte: an aria of romantic 
ennui among those classes with the 
sophistication and leisure to appreciate it.” - 
���������������� The Guardian 

“The Great Beauty is the most ambitious film 
to have screened so far at Cannes, a 
shimmering coup de cinema to make your 
heart burst.” - �������������������� The Telegraph 

“Sorrentino is so often compared to 
Federico Fellini that it feels right that he has 
made the city of ‘La Dolce Vita’ the focus for 
this heady, beautiful, entrancing film.” - 
�������������������� Time Out 

“Paolo Sorrentino’s follow-up…is an 
alternately elegiac and world-weary 
cinematic fresco of contemporary Rome that 
references both the melancholy hedonism 
of La Dolce Vita or Fellini’s Roma and the 
decadence of the latter days of the Roman 
empire. It’s a virtuoso piece of filmmaking 
featuring a magnificently jaded Toni 
Servillo.” - Screen Daily 

“A densely packed, often astonishing 
cinematic feast that honors Rome in all its 
splendor and superficiality.” 

“Very much Sorrentino’s modern take on the 
themes of Fellini’s “La dolce vita,” 
emphasizing the emptiness of society 
amusements, “Great Beauty” will surprise, 
perplex and bewitch highbrow audiences 
yearning for big cinematic feasts.” - Variety 

 


